
Quarterly Portfolio Commentary – First Quarter 2022 
Clifford Capital All Cap Value Portfolio  

Summary of the Clifford Capital All Cap Value Portfolio Composite Historical Return* (unaudited) 

annualized return 
1st Quarter 

2022 
1-year 3-year 5-year 10-year Inception** 

Portfolio, net of fees1 0.51% 3.06% 13.06% 11.79% 13.54% 14.53% 

Russell 3000® Value, 
total return 

-0.85% 11.10% 12.99% 10.16% 11.61% 12.14% 

* Individual account performance may differ slightly from the overall Composite
** August 1, 2010, annualized

We hope that this letter finds you well! Our hearts go out to the people of Ukraine and all those suffering because 
of the conflict there. We are reminded of the fragility of peace during times like this and we continue to hope for a 
rapid de-escalation of the warfare being waged. 

Portfolio and Market Observations 
The Clifford Capital Partners All Cap Value Portfolio (“the Portfolio”) outperformed its benchmark during the 
quarter and posted a slight gain, a good overall start to the year given the stock market environment so far in 
2022. The market felt a bit like a roller coaster in the first quarter with steep drop at the beginning (especially 
for the market’s higher growth technology stocks), partially offset by a rapid ascent toward the end. We attribute 
most of the market’s weakness during the quarter to higher market interest rates and the Fed beginning to 
tighten monetary conditions, coupled with the conflict in Ukraine. The Portfolio’s Core Value stocks 
outperformed its Deep Value holdings and its larger cap holdings outperformed its smaller ones during the 
quarter. We think this made sense in a skittish market, but we continue to believe our Deep Value and smaller 
holdings are poised to provide the strongest long-term results for the Portfolio.  

The Portfolio’s long-term performance continues to be solid and well ahead of its benchmark, but we note that 
the last twelve months was a difficult period relative to our benchmark, given an underwhelming last three 
quarters in 2021 and the fact that last year’s first quarter (that just rolled out of the one-year performance 
calculation) was even better than this year’s solid first quarter. We attribute most of the underperformance over 
the past year to a handful of individual stocks that experienced post-pandemic growing pains, but for which we 
still have high conviction. Additionally, we noted that there were several short-term periods over the last 12 
months when growth/tech stocks significantly outperformed value strategies and the Portfolio lagged during 
those times (more on this subject can be found in the commentary below). Despite some recent headwinds, we 
are pleased with the strategy’s long-term performance, and we feel good about the current valuation level and 
the positioning of the Portfolio in today’s investment environment.  

FOMO and our Portfolio Positioning 
As the stock market—and especially many popular, high valuation technology stocks—declined sharply at the 
beginning of this year, it brought back memories of the dotcom crash back in 2000, when I was cutting my teeth 
as an investor. I still consider myself a young man (my children may quibble with me on this point!), but after 
talking with several very intelligent investors over the past few years who are younger than myself, I’m beginning 
to feel a lot more old-fashioned. One such extremely bright youngster told me he was impressed by our firm’s 

1  Gross performance results for the All Cap Value composite reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other account earnings and are net of 
transaction costs. Net of fees performance also includes the deduction of advisory fees. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

The benchmark for the All Cap Value composite is the Russell 3000® Value index. The Russell 3000® Value index is a capitalization-weighted 
index which measures the performance of Russell 3000 index companies, respectively with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted 
growth values. Index returns include the reinvestment of dividends (total returns). Performance of the composite and the index may not be 
comparable due to differences amongst them including, but not limited to, risk profile, liquidity, volatility and asset composition. An investor 
cannot invest directly in an index. Moreover, index performance does not reflect the deduction of advisory fees, transaction charges, and 
other expenses. 
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discipline, but also said we’re going to “miss out” on some fantastic stocks because of our insistence on 
maintaining a contrarian approach and only paying reasonably low prices for our investments. He’s not the 
first nor the last to use a variation of the phrase “missing out” when talking about a potential shortcoming of 
Clifford Capital’s disciplined contrarian value investing approach.  
 
We believe it is this fear of “missing out” on stock market winners, or FOMO, that has driven the market in 
recent years to very high valuation levels and a sense of investor invincibility that we’ve only witnessed one other 
time: during the dotcom bubble in the late 1990s into 2000.  During this most recent downdraft in technology 
stocks—a pretty nasty one we might add with the NASDAQ-1002 index (“the NDQ” – a good proxy for large 
cap technology stocks) falling more than 20% at one point from its previous peak—we did not sense that investor 
FOMO had yet turned into FOLO (Fear of Losing Oodles…I’ll stick to picking stocks over acronyms after this 
letter!). Based on our observations, it looked like the biggest takeaway from the early-2022 selloff was that it 
was a terrific buying opportunity, something not to be missed. FOMO is hard to dispel!  
 
This too reminded us of early 2000 when the dotcom bubble first started to pop. After the NDQ index peaked 
on March 27, 2000, it subsequently fell about 36% by May 23rd before staging a strong rally of almost 36% from 
that date through September 1. Like today, many investors believed the worst of the declines were behind them 
in late May 2000 and the next several months of performance supported that assertion. FOMO has staying 
power! However, from September 1 through the end of 2000, the NDQ declined by about 43%. That was just 
the start of the pain as 2001 and 2002 were very tough periods for the NDQ. 

 Source: Bloomberg, 1/1/2000 thru 12/31/2002 

Market calls are not in our wheelhouse, so we’re not explicitly calling for a crash in the NDQ (or any other 
market index). However, we also believe there are some clear similarities between now and then, so we think 
it’s wise to be more careful today rather than more aggressive. To us, that means seeking investments with lower 
valuation ratios and Key Thesis Points™ (long-term catalysts for fundamental improvement) that we think put 
the odds in our favor for long-term success. And today we see much more attractive opportunities in certain 
subsets of the U.S. market, where the Portfolio is currently positioned, namely: 

1) Stocks with lower valuation multiples. We are traditional value investors who tend to find ideas in 
companies with lower valuation multiples when their stocks are out of favor (at the time of purchase). 
Given historically high current market valuations, we think this is prudent and we see solid value in less 
expensive stocks, not just solid value relative to everything else. 

 
2 The NASDAQ-100 Index is a modified capitalization-weighted index of the 100 largest and most active non-financial domestic 

and international issues listed on the NASDAQ exchange.  
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2) Smaller cap stocks over large caps. As a corollary to the first point, smaller U.S. stocks are generally 
less expensive than larger ones today and we’ve found more ideas in smaller companies lately. 

3) The “other side” of large cap technology stocks. Related to the first two points above, we’ve been 
finding less expensive and smaller-cap contrarian investment ideas in companies that are overshadowed 
by, or potentially threatened by, large technology companies. A recent study we performed showed that 
the Portfolio has performed well when Value outperforms large cap tech stocks. 

We Still Think Investors Should Look for Less Expensive Investments in an Expensive Market 
In our last quarterly commentary, we compared the valuation levels of the Russell 3000 index3 (a good proxy 
for the entire U.S. stock market) at the end of 1999 (near the end of the dotcom bubble), at the end of 2008, 
(near the end of the Great Financial Crisis), and at the end of 2021. For this analysis, we segmented the Russell 
3000 Index constituents into five equal groups (quintiles) ranked on their price to sales ratio, which we believe 
is a simple valuation metric, but one that is less vulnerable to fluctuations in earnings/cash flow. The price to 
sales ratio is a simple answer to the question, “how many dollars are stock investors paying for each dollar of 
sales generated by a company?”  
 
Given that the Russell 3000 declined about 5.3% during the first quarter of 2022 (and we believed many richly 
valued stocks declined even more) we also looked at the data as of March 31, 2022 to see how much it had 
changed since year-end. The chart below shows the price to sales ratios of the most expensive to least expensive 
quintiles of stocks for each of the four periods: 

Price to Sales Ratios4 at the end of 1999, 2008, 2021 and as of March 31, 2022 
(most expensive to least expensive quintiles) 

As is clear from the chart above, U.S. stock valuations did come down somewhat over the past three months, 
but stocks continue to be valued at historically high levels and still well above the price/sales ratio near the peak 
of the dotcom bubble. Borrowing from last quarter’s commentary: 

We believe a big reason for the higher multiples in today’s market environment is due to a long period of very 
low interest rates, which—all things equal—makes stocks more valuable because investors discount future 

 
3  The Russell 3000® Index is a capitalization-weighted index which is comprised of the stocks within the Russell 1000® and the 

Russell 2000® Indices. This index of securities represents approximately 98% of the investable U.S. equity market. Numbers 
presented include the reinvestment of dividends (total return). An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Moreover, index 
performance does not reflect the deduction of advisory fees, transaction charges, and other expenses. 

4  Price to Sales ratio is the ratio of a company’s or index’s current market capitalization to its sales over the prior 12 months as 
of the date of the analysis. For this chart, the Russell 3000® Index was sorted by highest to lowest price to sales ratio in fifths 
(quintiles) for all index stocks with available price/sales data for each time period (about 90%, 95%, and 92% of total Index 
constituents were included for 1999, 2008, and 2021, respectively). 3/31/2022 data was obtained from the same constituents 
as at 12/31/2021 for comparability. The datapoint presented on the chart is the median price/sales ratio for each quintile. 
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cash flows using lower rates. From this mathematical (and more academic) standpoint, we believe investors’ 
preference for growth stocks over the past several years makes sense because cash flows further out receive 
less of a haircut when discount rates are low, which translates to higher valuation multiples on current metrics. 
Like many things in stock markets, however, we believe the trend of paying higher multiples for stocks has 
likely been taken to an extreme and the historically high valuations of the overall stock market today look 
unsustainable to us. We’ve read many arguments about why it can make sense to pay much more for stocks 
today than in times past, but we remain skeptical of the belief that it really is ‘different this time’. 

(…) Because we are focused on individual stocks, we aren’t investing in “the market” and we continue to believe 
there is solid opportunity in areas of the market that have become less popular over time and have not been 
caught up in the valuation inflation that has characterized the U.S. stock market in recent years. We are finding 
most of these contrarian opportunities in smaller companies and in Deep Value businesses that tend to be 
more “old school” types of businesses whose markets are not growing very fast and hence are less popular 
investments today in a stock market where exciting growth stories seem to be around every corner. 

We strongly believe it always makes sense to buy stocks for less expensive valuations, but in a rising interest rate 
environment, we think it makes even more sense, especially when the overall market is historically expensive. 
Our focus on less expensive stocks has led the Portfolio’s overall price to sales ratio to remain in the least 
expensive 25% of the U.S. stock market and its Deep Value investments were in the least expensive 15% as of 
March 31, 2022. The Portfolio’s Deep Value weight of ~46% also continues to be near all-time highs and within 
striking distance of its maximum 50% weighting, a signal that we are still finding compelling bargains today 
among the market’s least expensive stocks. 

Statistical inexpensiveness, however, is not enough for us – we believe computers and robots can find statistically 
cheap stocks. Our process involves in-depth company-specific research to identify long-term catalysts for each 
investment (Key Thesis Points™) that we believe will improve the fundamental performance of these companies, 
helping them outperform modest investor expectations.  
 
We Think Smaller Companies are More Attractive Today than Larger Ones 
Almost two-thirds of the Portfolio is found in companies with a market capitalization less than $16 billion as of 
March 31, 2022. We have found these smaller companies from the bottom-up, based on their own investment 
merits and not based on any “top down” view of what market cap segment is currently the most attractive. 
However, when we look at a graphical representation of the valuation differences between larger and smaller 
U.S. stocks, we can see an illustration of why we are finding more ideas in smaller-cap companies. 
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The chart below shows valuation spreads between larger and smaller companies over the past 23+ years. It 

compares the Price to Sales ratio of the Russell 10005 index (proxy for U.S. large cap stocks), and the Russell 20006 
index (proxy for U.S. small cap stocks).  

 
Valuation Spreads Have Increased Between Large Caps and Small Caps 

Price/Sales of the Russell 1000 & Russell 2000 Indices 
(January 1, 1999 – March 31, 2022) 

Source: Bloomberg as of March 31, 2022 

 
Even though large cap stocks have consistently traded at a valuation premium to small cap companies, in recent 
years that valuation spread has widened as we believe large caps have been much more in favor with market 
participants (especially compared to the small cap value stocks). We also noted that thus far in 2022 large caps 
continue to outperform smaller companies, so we believe the valuation discrepancy—and the investment 
opportunity, in our opinion—has only increased further. We note the last time spreads were as wide as today 
was around the dotcom bubble. Quite simply, we think smaller U.S. stocks are more attractively valued than 
larger stocks today. 
 
The Portfolio Performed Well when Value Outperformed Technology 
We believe the epicenter of the market’s FOMO in recent years has been found in large technology companies 
(most of which would be classified as Growth stocks), a group that we think is represented well by the NDQ 
index. Since the Portfolio’s inception, the NDQ has generated annualized returns of 20.75%, an even stronger 
result than most broad-based Growth indices. As contrarian value investors, we have increasingly found 
attractive investment opportunities in companies that have been overshadowed by, or potentially threatened 
by, the influence of large technology companies. Our research has suggested that these contrarian investments 
have underappreciated value because they may be growing slower, are out of favor, or are adapting to the new 
realities forced upon them by the increasing influence of the large technology companies. So, while we are 
impressed by what large technology stocks have accomplished (most of which are not in our value wheelhouse), 

 
5  The Russell 1000® Index is a capitalization-weighted index which is designed to measure performance of the largest 1000 companies in the 

Russell 3000® Index. Numbers presented include the reinvestment of dividends (total return). An investor cannot invest directly in an index. 
Moreover, index performance does not reflect the deduction of advisory fees, transaction charges, and other expenses. 

6 The Russell 2000® Index is a capitalization-weighted index which is designed to measure performance of the smallest 2000 companies in the 
Russell 3000® Index. Numbers presented include the reinvestment of dividends (total return). An investor cannot invest directly in an index. 
Moreover, index performance does not reflect the deduction of advisory fees, transaction charges, and other expenses. 
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we believe that the market’s FOMO surrounding them has provided some very compelling investment 
opportunities on the “other side” of the large tech stock excitement (many of which are in our wheelhouse).   
 
We recently performed a study of how the Portfolio performed since its inception during short-term periods 
when the Russell 3000 Value index (“RAV”) outperformed the NDQ index by at least 5% (a “Value period”) 
before subsequently underperforming by a similar 5% (a “Tech/Growth period”). There were 24 such Value 
periods and 25 Tech/Growth periods since the inception of the strategy on August 1, 2010. We noted the 
following statistics from these periods of time: 

Value and Tech/Growth Periods, since inception 
(August 1, 2010 – March 31, 2022) 

  

 24 Value Periods, 
compounded 

25 Tech/Growth Periods, 
compounded 

Portfolio, net7 397% -8% 

RAV Index 292% -3% 

NDQ Index -55% 1,930% 

Frequency of outperformance 
(Portfolio > RAV) 17/24 periods 10/25 periods 

Frequency of outperformance 
(Portfolio > NDQ) 24/24 periods 1/25 periods 

 
Of note, the Portfolio was clearly not very correlated to the NDQ since inception, and we’ve done well during 
Value periods (when you would expect and want your Value manager to perform well). Additionally, the 
Portfolio’s relative performance results (both frequency and magnitude) were stronger during Value periods 
than during Tech/Growth periods. We also noted that even though we underperformed our benchmark more 
frequently during the Tech/Growth periods, we didn’t underperform significantly over the totality of the 25 
Tech/Growth periods.  
 
One other observation we found interesting was a notable increase in the frequency of these short-term Value 
periods and Tech/Growth periods since the pandemic-related stock market bottom was reached in early 2020. 
The market often see-sawed between value and tech in quick fashion, as 13 short-term Value periods and 13 
Tech/Growth periods have occurred since March 2020. We think the stock market is trying to ‘make up its 
mind’ about whether new leadership is in store, vacillating between value and tech/growth outperformance.  
 
During this post-pandemic scare period, the Portfolio’s absolute and relative performance also reflected more 
vacillation, based on whether value or tech was in favor with the market (we’ve likened it to a light switch). We 
believe this is mostly thematic and factor based, not stock specific, and we do not expect this to be a long-term 
phenomenon, but it has affected our recent performance results. In fact, over the past 12 months, we noted 
four discrete Tech/Growth periods in the U.S. stock market, which included the Portfolio’s two worst 
performance periods relative to its benchmark over the entire study period. The Portfolio’s results during those 
two discrete Tech/Growth periods accounts for the entirety of the Portfolio’s relative underperformance versus 
its benchmark over the last year. 
  
To be clear, we do not believe these Portfolio ebbs and flows are solely attributable to whether the market is in 
a “Value or Tech” mood (we always focus more on how our individual investments are performing 
fundamentally and from a stock price perspective). But we do believe the prevailing market winds have had an 
outsized influence on short-term results in recent years – more so than our team can recall in our respective 

 
7 Performance was determined from a representative account as calculated from Bloomberg for each discrete period, net of an imputed fee 

of 1.00% annually.  
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investment careers. Despite this, we still continue to believe that individual stock selection will be the largest 
determinant of the Portfolio’s performance over the long-term.  
 
Overall, we think the Portfolio continues to be positioned well if Value is poised to outperform large cap 
technology stocks over the long-term (an outcome we view as increasingly likely today). We are not building the 
Portfolio with this specific theme in mind, but our bottom-up process has led us to many contrarian ideas that 
have arisen because of the influence of large cap technology stocks and the excitement around them.  
 
Conclusion 
We feel good about the Portfolio’s positioning today and we are encouraged by its early results in 2022 during 
a tough market. In a historically expensive U.S. stock market characterized by wide spreads between large- and 
small-cap stocks, we are comfortable with our bottom-up assessment that smaller companies and Deep Value 
stocks are where we want to be positioned today.  
 
We also believe the Portfolio may act as a prudent complement to many investors’ overall stock allocations as 
large cap technology stocks have become an increasingly large portion of most diversified investors’ asset 
allocations. We think the Portfolio’s long-term results have been attractive overall but may be viewed even more 
attractively to an asset allocator who is looking for diversification away from large cap tech exposure. 
 
Final Comments 
Thank you for your investment with Clifford Capital. We will continue to focus on building long-term wealth 
through disciplined portfolio management. 

 
Sincerely yours,  
 
Ryan Batchelor, CFA, CPA 
Principal and Portfolio Manager 
Clifford Capital Partners, LLC 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Identifying undervalued securities and other assets is difficult, and there are no assurances that such a strategy will succeed. 
Any fair value estimates are subject to actual known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause 
actual results to differ materially from those projected. Information is as of March 31, 2022 and is subject to change. Clifford 
Capital Partners undertakes no obligation to update this information if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions 
should change. The All Cap Value strategy will be more concentrated than an index fund and investors should have a longer-
term investment horizon. Investors should have the tolerance to be out-of-sync with the market during some short-term periods 
for the opportunity to achieve better longer-term results. A concentrated 25-35 stock portfolio can lead to increased short-term 
volatility; and greater possibility of all or some principal loss, therefore, this product may not be appropriate for investors who 
prefer to mirror an index, prefer broader diversification, or who seek consistent income. Deep value or out of favor stocks may 
also increase the potential loss of principal as well as result in greater portfolio volatility as compared to more traditional 
investment approaches.  
 
 


